
 

 

 

IHO-EU NETWORK-IENWG 

QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE OFFICIAL WAY OF DIFFUSION OF THE NATIONAL MARITIME LIMITS BY 

EU MEMBER STATES 

 

Different European organisations, EU Commission.. put on line a lot of coastal and marine data and 

design marine maps. To represent the member states maritime limits, they sometime have official 

contacts in the EU member States, or they find the limits in literature or internet. 

They deliver online maritime limits that are not necessary true and not necessary actualized. 

The IENWG propose to deliver the way to find this actualized and legal information to the EU 

Commission and EU organizations which elaborate for their work representations of the EU maritime 

basins and maritime limits of EU member States. 

The final document will be a table with all the participant Member States answers.  

That’s the reason why we send you this small, but strategic, questionnaire; 

It concerns; Baselines, Outer limit of the territorial sea, Outer limit of the contiguous zone, Outer 

limit of the exclusive economic zone 

Questionnaire about the information of maritime limits in EU member States: 

Member State; 

Name, Email, organization and qualification of the person who filled the questionnaire 

Organization in charge of the diffusion of official maritime limits in the Member State; 

Point of contact for the European Organizations for the legal questions of maritime limits in the 

member’s State 

Way to find the official actualized maritime limits; (For example, a website, sending an email to the 

point of contact, filling a form..) 

 



 

 

 

FOR FRANCE 

Member State; FRANCE 

Name, mail, organization and qualification of the person who filled the questionnaire; Julien 

Smeeckaert; julien.smeeckaert@shom.fr Responsible of the Maritime limits unit at Shom 

Organization in charge of the diffusion of official maritime limits in the Member State; 

Shom; Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine for the SGMer ; maritime office of 

Prime Minister 

(Definition process ; https://maritimelimits.gouv.fr/find-out-more/stakeholders-and-definition-

process-french-maritime-spaces) 

Point of contact for the European Organizations for the questions of maritime limits in the 

member’s State; Julien Smeeckaert; julien.smeeckaert@shom.fr Responsible of the Maritime limits 

unit at Shom 

Way to find the official actualized maritime limits; (For example, a website, sending an email to the 

point of contact, filling a form..) 

Website in French and English; limitesmaritimes.gouv.fr or maritimelimits.gouv.fr 

 


